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INTRODUCTION

It was the month of June 2007. I had recently moved to Ocala, FL, and had accepted
a job as a lameness veterinarian at a then successful equine veterinary practice. It was my
dream job. I had worked very hard for the last 15 years for this to become a reality.
I attended a case that changed my life. A young chestnut stallion. This guy was not able to
walk. He had worked so hard during the heat of the summer and had become so
dehydrated that his pee looked like old brewed coﬀee. This horse was in bad shape.
He was putting all his weight on his hind feet, his heart rate was double what it was
supposed to be, his nostrils were ﬂaring because of the pain, and he could no longer be
standing. He could no longer bear his weight. The diagnosis was Laminitis, the worst case.
Laminitis is a horrible disease that sickens any horse person. When I was a kid, I
used to think this disease was like cancer of horses. Once horses are aﬀected, most of
them have it for the rest of their life. Occasionally, a horse could survive it and become
a healthy horse, but that was the exception rather than the rule. We treated this horse
with all the tools and medications we had. We moved him to the treatment barn, and
my technicians worked on him every 2 hours around the clock. After three days, the
urine was back to normal, the kidneys started to heal, and the horse was clinically
stable. However, he could not stand up. We consulted with the experts, sent the
radiographs to veterinarians in other clinics of Florida, Kentucky, and all my mentors
over the world. What do you think was their response?
I received their feedback, and at that moment, an instant migraine ensued, my
stomach cramped, and unavoidable tears ran down my cheeks, I was feeling
embarrassed for getting emotional in front of other people. Not just because a horse
was about to die, but because I realized that many horses perish daily due to this
disease and will continue to do so until we ﬁgure out how to eliminate this horrible
disease. I had failed to achieve my purpose. I had joined the profession because I
wanted to save lives, but I had come across the kryptonite again. I had experienced it
when I was a young farmer, and I thought it would be diﬀerent this time. I was hoping I
could save this guy, but I couldn't.
I dedicated the next 11 years of my life, looking for ways to treat this disease. How
to delete the ﬁrst two letters of the word “impossible”. I recorded all my successes and
my failures. And there were a lot of failures. Occasionally, I wondered why I was doing
this. I remembered a phrase from my mentors "this is not a job; it's a lifestyle," and I
never knew what that meant until I was living that lifestyle. A lifestyle of real-life
research on a topic that is very important about these animals, which makes it all worth
it. Finally, I can write a book about these experiences and how it is possible to
beat the odds.
That is what this book is about.
Yes, it's about beating the odds. It's about understanding the very basics in horse
foot care to be able to ﬁx the simple as well as the most complex equine foot problems
never solved before. It's about giving horses another chance. I have found out that if I
follow a system, most of my patients leave my practice with 4 feet touching the ground.
This book is our ﬁrst book of a series of books which will gradually increase in
complexity until we can reveal to you everything you want to know about your horses'
feet, their anatomy, care, treatment, and prevention.
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Every day we learn and improve our skills in our various professions, this book is
going to help professionals in the equine industry learn the best practices that will take
their careers to the next level.
Writing this book made me realize that we need to do a lot more to improve the
equine industry. If we join hands together to make a change, the world would be a
better place for both people and horses.
Every day we live by our simple rule: "work hard to achieve perfection."
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Chapter 1
Hoof Anatomy

Illustration 1.1. Internal structures of the equine foot

When I was in school, one of my professors, Dr. Dean Richardson, always reminded
me that "Everything is about ANATOMY".
The purpose of this chapter is to get you familiarized with the most critical internal
and external structures of the equine foot. Once I'll explain to you the anatomy, you will
be able to identify issues and eﬀortlessly follow the veterinarian and farrier directions
on how to treat them.
First things, ﬁrst! Did you know that horses walk on one toe? Before you continue
reading, look at your hand with an open palm. What do you see? Now, look at your
middle ﬁnger. Horses' feet are the equivalent to your middle ﬁnger. The nail is
equivalent to the hoof in the horse. The hoof acts as a protection to the live structures
inside the horse's foot (see illustration 1.1).
"Never dance in a puddle when there's a hole in your shoe (it's always best to take
your shoes oﬀ ﬁrst)" - John D. Rhodes. Human beings need footwear to enable us to
walk freely so that we do not hurt our feet; similarly animals need hoof to protect their
feet from harmful objects. Keratin is one of the major protein substances used in
making the hoof wall of the horse; this substance is also present in human hair and
ﬁngernails. The inner part of the hoof is where horses are most sensitive; they could
feel pain from inside their feet; this is one of the reasons why they need to be checked
regularly to protect the horse. A horse that is not adequately kitted would not have the
conﬁdence, stability, or faith to walk or move.
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Illustration 1.2 : External and internal hoof anatomy

The hoof wall covers some signiﬁcant structures of the horse, such as the coﬃn or
pedal bone, commonly known as the third phalanx (see illustration 1.2). This bone
happens to have a channel for blood and nerve cells, in addition to a sensitive structure
called laminae, which is like a Velcro-type structure that connects the hoof to the bone
(see illustration 1.3).

Illustration 1.3: The relationship between the hoof wall and the laminae

Whenever a horse’s foot touches the ground, it causes not just friction but an
impact on the animals’ foot. The hoof wall structures are designed to work not only as
support but as a shock absorber for the bones, joints, and ligaments inside the hoof.
Just as humans require pedicure and manicure beauty treatment to stay healthy
and clean, also do horses need foot care regularly to remain comfortable and healthy.
For proper hoof care, it is required for horses hooves to be cleaned often to remove
manure, stones, sticky objects, sticks, grass and other dirt that might cause pains or
discomfort to the horse; primary foot care should be carried on horses regularly to keep
them safe at all times.
7

Picture courtesy of Samuel Rodriguez
Picture 1.1: normal foot with a shoe

Farriers are adequately trained to trim the hooves of horses. Farriers who take
care of horses need to critically check the hooves at least every month or every six
weeks to ensure that there are no bruises or swelling on the horse's foot. Interestingly,
as a Veterinary doctor, I have realized horses have feelings just as humans do. We tend
to quickly get rid of tight shoes or change our footwear easily to stay in trend;
we should, therefore, also make eﬀorts to protect and care for our horses' feet. Most of
the time, farriers will recommend horses' feet to be moisturized or to take some
measures to ensure problems with hooves are solved for the eﬀective functioning of
the horse.
The hoof of the horse includes both sensitive structures (laminae and bone) and
insensitive parts (hoof capsule). We should pay equal attention to sensitive and
insensitive areas of the hoof. Every single area in the foot must be protected from
damage to ensure the soundness of the horse.
The hoof of the horse grows daily based on their age or diet. Attention should be
paid to evaluate if the horse is due for trimming and avoid issues such as injuries,
lameness, or other problems which could deter the movement of the horse, we call
these biomechanics, and we will talk about it at a later time.

Picture 1.2: Overgrown hoof that has chipped
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MORE ON ANATOMY OF THE FOOT OF THE HORSE
Let’s talk about some of the essential parts of the hoof.
The major components of a horse’s hoof include the sole, the wall, and the frog;
they could be further examined into internal and external parts. There is no blood
vessel or nerves on the horse’s footwall. The front feet wall is the thickest part of a
horse at the toe, while the hind feet of the hoof has a uniform level of thickness. The
weight-bearing structures of the horse’s feet are the frog, wall, and bars. These help
the sole of the foot not to come into direct contact with the ground when in motion or
when the horse is resting. The wall of the hoof is mostly visible when a horse is
standing; it consists of heel quarters (sides) and toe (front), which covers the coﬃn
bone or the third phalanx.
Being conversant with the anatomy of a horse’s hoof is very important because the
feet of the horse determines its activity, helps the horse improve its functionality, speed,
and survival rate. Abnormal friction in a horse’ hoof can cause lameness, more reasons
farriers and horse owners need to understand the anatomy of the equine hoof fully.
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Illustration 1.4: Detailed Anatomy of the Foot
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Hoof Wall (capsule): This consists of the hard horny material covering that helps hold
or balance the bodyweight of horses and also serves as shock resistance that protects
horses from danger. The hoof wall grows to about 3/8 inch monthly when the horse
is very healthy. The equine hoof wall does not have blood vessels nor nerves. It is good
to check that the hoof has no cracks or injuries regularly.
Coronary Band: This is a signiﬁcant source of nutrition for the hoof wall; it is located at
the top of the equine hoof wall; it is generally light in color, and unlike the hoof wall, the
coronary band has an abundant blood supply. The coronary band is quite delicate, and
if there is any damage or trauma to it, the hoof is liable to grow with a deformity.
Periople: This is the soft area just under the coronary band. The periople contains new
tissue that is about to be formed while acting as a protector to the hoof wall.
When new tissues are being formed, the periople doesn’t grow until they become hard
or strong tissues.
Internal Wall or Laminar Layer: The inner mass of the foot is more ﬂexible than the
hard-external wall. Shock is easily absorbed since the wall supports the lamina. The
coﬃn bone is supported by the inner wall of the equine hoof by a massive number of
leaf-like laminae; these laminae bear a signiﬁcant part of the weight of the horse.

Illustration 1.5 : The Sole of the horse’s foot

UNDER THE HOOF
Sole: The structure of the sole is similar to the hoof wall of the equine foot. However,
the keratin found in the sole (bottom) of the hoof can be easily worn out, unlike the
hoof wall. The sole is the underside of the foot; The majority of it is not of signiﬁcant
weight-bearing since the hoof wall somewhat lifts it. However, the sole helps secure the
internal structures of the foot.
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White Line: The white line is the intersection between the outer hoof wall (insensitive
laminae) and the inner laminae (sensitive laminae). The tissues of the white line section
add to sole security and help connect the sole to the internal mass of the foot. At the
point when the white line zone gets injured, it enables germs to enter and divides the
layers of the footwall. When this occurs, it spreads all through the foot and causes
lameness in horses.
Frog: When you pick up the equine horse foot, the frog is promptly self-evident, it's the
intense, thick, V-moulded structure pointing down from the impact points on the heels. It
ensures that the digital cushion underneath it helps the hoof have a stronger grip, and
mostly acts as a safeguard whenever the horse makes a move. Some scientists describe
the frog as a sensitive structure that informs the horse on where his feet are and helps
him feel the surface on which he is standing. This is called proprioception. Some
researchers also think the frog could act as a pump to help pump blood up the hoof.
Central Sulcus: This represents grooves on each side of the frog. On the center part of
the anatomy of a hoof, we have the central sulcus, while the other sides have the
collateral sulci; they are generally wide and shallow. Whenever a horse develops
contracted feet, the probability of having narrow or deep sulcus is very high, and this is
one of the major causes of germs which could further worsen into a thrush.

Picture courtesy of Luke Graham
Picture 1.3: Example of thrush

Bars: This consists of the extension from the hoof wall that turn-in at the impact point
of the heel and runs halfway along with the frog. The bars fortify the heels and control
overexpansion of the heels. This territory likewise adds to the building of the sole of the
foot and helps maintain balance or weight of the horse
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INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF THE FOOT

Illustration 1.6: Internal structures of the hoof

Digital Cushion is the region is beneath the coﬃn and the navicular bone, which is at
the back of the foot. The digital cushion does what the name suggests; it serves as a pad
of cartilaginous material, which means a resilient and smooth tissue that safeguards the
foot of the horse. Some issues may arise for horses with longer toes or lower heels
since their digital cushion may be dis-aligned because the heels are load-bearing more
weight than ordinary, which gradually packs the cushion's thickness. When this digital
pad is "squashed," it won't recover.
Coﬃn Bone: This bone is the base bone situated close to the toe, and it is deeply
rooted in the foot, it could also be called the pedal bone. It is the most prominent bone
in the foot, and it shapes the footwall. This bone is connected to the hoof wall via the
laminae. Anything that disturbs the working connection between the coﬃn bone and
the hoof capsule, for example, trauma, major shoeing or trimming changes, rotation, or
any other activity, can bring about weakness in the coﬃn bone of the horse.
Navicular Bone: The navicular bone is the little bone behind the coﬃn bone; it can also
be called distal sesamoid bone. The navicular bone settles the coﬃn bone and takes
into account some tilt over uneven ground. Two noteworthy tendons help the back and
forth moving of the bones inside the hoof; they are the deep digital ﬂexor tendon and
the extensor tendon. The extensor tendon helps bring the foot forward or help in
getting the leg straight, while the ﬂexor tendon keeps running down the back of the leg
and folds over the navicular bone, making the leg able to bend or ﬂex it. The deep
digital ﬂexor tendon is a critical structure used for propulsion (moving the horse
forward).
Now that we have reviewed the most relevant anatomical parts of the equine foot,
let's talk about how we can use this information to keep a horse sound.
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PROPER HOOF ANGLES
There were very few farriers in the town I grew up in. My dad and my cousin were
some of the only farriers in our hometown. They did not study to be farriers but learned
due to demand. One thing about living in the mountains is that information gets there
much later than to the cities. When I moved to the metropolitan area, I learned some of
the jokes they used to say about us, country boys. One of them was that they thought
the Sunday newspaper would arrive on Monday. This happened in the early 1980s, and
we were located right between 2 mountains, there were few bridges and no highways.
Therefore, it took a while for the information to get there.The same was true for
horse health.
Back to the horses' foot, one of the main topics my dad would argue with other
equestrians was the topic of hoof angles. He used to measure the trims with something
called a hoof gauge. He taught me to do it every time I trimmed a horse's foot, and so I
did. Thirty years later, I discovered that all the arguments he was having with himself,
me, and other countrymen were RIGHT and WRONG at the same time. Today, every
day, I come across the same arguments about hoof angles and how to trim the horse.
These arguments can get quite intense.
Horse people are just passionate people!
I have learned that every horse has its proper angles. It is up to the horse team
(farrier, trainer, owner, and veterinarian) to determine what is going to be the
appropriate angle for the horse. I have seen the feet of the most elite horse athletes in
the world, and they follow several secret patterns that have not been explained until
now. I have studied these teams and found out what they all have in common. Let me
share these with you.
Secret Number One: None of the great horse athletes have the same hoof angles.
Secret Number Two: All the athletes are taken care of by the most observant people
you will ever meet. We used to think this is an innate ability. I have discovered that this
ability can be developed. I can show you if you ever come to visit.
Secret Number Three: The team behind these horses will adapt to the horse rather
than the other way around. This allows the horse's mind, body, and spirit to perform to
the highest standard. Their teams respected the horses. This included respecting their
feet and recognizing that every horse has diﬀerent anatomy and that every horse will
need diﬀerent hoof angles according to their anatomy. "A few ﬂy bites cannot stop a
spirited horse." - Mark Twain (Samuel L. Clemens)

HERE ARE SOME GUIDELINES FOR GOOD FOOT MECHANICS.
It is important to keep the toe as parallel to the pastern angle as possible, and that
the pastern should be parallel to the scapula to help maintain balance for the horse.
This isn't always correct, in any case, since pastern and foot angles vary based on
several factors; however, there is no set standard for a perfect hoof wall, foot angles of
a horse are a respected standard. In the past, trimming of a horse's hoof was done
based on the fact that the dorsal (front) footwall was supposed to be at a speciﬁc angle
in comparison to the ground, which was at 50 to 55 degrees in the front hooves and 55
to 57 degrees in the rear. Although today savvy farriers do not follow this standard as
they did in the past, they may use it as a general guideline.
When trimming your horse, please respect your horse anatomy and adapt to it
rather than making it adapt to you.
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HOOF GROWTH
The similarity between human ﬁngernail and a horse's hoof is growth.
Understanding the structures of the equine hoof gives us a reason for knowing how it
develops. The rate and nature of development ﬂuctuate, just as it does in human
ﬁngernails. The foot mass of an ordinary grown-up horse develops at a pace of roughly
0.24-0.4 inches (six to 10 millimeters) every month. The speed of foot development is
extensively quicker in young horses than in grown-ups or aging horses. The foot of a
foal, for instance, might develop at a pace of about 0.6 inches (15 mm) every month.
The following factors aﬀect hoof growth:
•
Temperature: Hoof growth could be aﬀected based on the weather
condition. The hoof of a horse grows more during the spring.
•
Environment: Arid conditions slow foot development. Hooves grow quicker in
soaked Seattle than they do in the Arizona desert.
•
Genetics: Some breeds are notable for the quality and thickness of their
hooves (Arabians and numerous horse breeds, for instance), while others are
perceived for frequently having low-quality feet (Thoroughbreds speciﬁcally).
There are varieties for every breed.
•
Illness and fever: High body temperatures may slow or twist foot
development, which could cause "fever rings" on horse hooves.
•
Injury to the coronary band: When the regenerative tissues (coronary band
tissues) are harmed, the subsequent footwall from that territory may also be
harmed, and the hoof might grow with a deformity.
•
Weight-bearing on other feet: If a horse endures a severe issue in one leg
and he doesn’t put any weight on it, the foot development of diﬀerent legs,
which bears all the burden, will become slow and may cause contortions in
the foot case.
•
Exercise: When a horse starts preparing for an athletic undertaking, his
metabolic rate will increase substantially, and foot development will quicken
alongside it.
•
Nutrition: This is a signiﬁcant thought, because few dietary components
should be set up all together for the horse to develop excellent quality hoof.
The hoof will grow less when the horse is not well nourished with the needed
food supplements. In later chapters we will discuss in detail about all dietary
requirements.

Picture 1.4: Hoof rings developed from change in nutrition and exercise
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Chapter 2
How To Take Care Of Your Horse’s Feet

Picture 2.1

They say No Hoof, No Horse. Having a damaged, weak, or overgrown hoof means
your horse could become lame. As the foot grows, the walls at the impact points will get
wider and even will grow over the shoe if the horse is shod. When a horse runs with
long hooves or shoes that have been left on for too long, it can cause ﬂares, which can
cause indirect soft tissue injuries such as problems with tendons and ligaments.
Frequent trimming and shoe re-setting are fundamental in dodging these issues. The
main goal should be to trim frequently enough to avoid breaking and uneven wear,
which, if avoided, could, in the long run, add to unplanned expenses. You should always
consult an ex pert farrier when in this situation.
Major problems could result from nail pricks. Horses' housing should be clean, and
free of nail, sharp objects, metals, or stones. Damage brought about by nails can
destroy a horse. The most signiﬁcant parts of proper foot care are tidiness and the
utilization of appropriate therapeutic measures. Safe treatment of the horse's feet is a
signiﬁcant stride in performing routine foot care.
Summer: During the summer period, it is ideal to either trim or shoe your horse's feet
in 5 to 6 weeks intervals, usually during summertime horses need more care. I am a big
fan of hoof conditioning products because they help to vitalize the hoof wall. I compare
it to women's ﬁngernails. They tend to be more cared for than most men's nails and
therefore are healthier and stronger.
Winter: The Equine hoof tends to develop very slowly during winter; unlike the summer
period in which they experience more growth, you should trim or shoe hooves
according to their growth. Some areas of the planet could vary from 4 to 10 weeks. The
time frame might be diverse between diﬀerent horses depending on the level of their
hoof development; you need to understand your horse before trimming.
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The ideal foot has:
•
The perfect characteristics for his job and his performance.
•
The proper hoof pastern angle
(aligned bones between the pastern and coﬃn bone).
•
The toe isn't excessively long; it is just right for its job.
•
Promotes the natural movement of the horse in relation to its
body type and job (proper biomechanics).
•
Good heel support.
•
A balance landing where the foot lands equally from side to side
as the horse strolls or exercise.

NUTRITION FOR THE FEET
In the last decade, the subject of equine nutrition has evolved tremendously. Most
of the equine diets are calculated and well balanced by the feed companies. It is safe to
say that the days of mixing raw ingredients at farms in the USA are almost over.
However, it is still paramount that horse owners, veterinarians, and trainers have a
basic understanding of this topic.
It is ideal for horse owners to provide quality hay, supplements rich in vitamins and
minerals, clean water, and to partner with a veterinarian or nutritionist who focuses on
horses. This is because they can help horse owners and trainers come up with the best
nutrition plan that is good and healthy for horses. Some minerals and vitamins are
essential for hoof growth.

Picture 2.2: Picture of a healthy hoof

Research demonstrates low-quality hooves can proﬁt by industrially available foot
care items that contain:
•
Iodine (1 milligram for each day)
•
Methionine (2500 milligrams for every day)
•
Zinc (175 to 250 milligrams for every day)
•
Biotin (20 milligrams for each day)
Below are some common hoof issues that can arise from poorly cared hooves.
I have carefully gone over all my cases over the last 12 years of practice and found
the most common hoof issues that we treat at our practice.
•
•
•
•

Hoof cracks
Long toes and low heels
Hoof Abscess
White line disease

•
•
•
•
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Poor foot quality
Imbalanced hooves
Thrush
Laminitis

Picure 2.3: Untrimmed foot that
has developed cracks

Picture 2.4 Long toe low heel

Picture 2.5 : Solar Abcess

Picture 2.6 White line Disease
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Picture courtesy of Luke Graham
Picture 2.7: Poor Hoof Quality

Picture 2.8: Medio Lateral Imbalance

Picture courtesy of Luke Graham
Picture 2.9: Chronic Laminitis

We will talk more about these diseases later in the book.
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Simple Treatment Tips for the Equestrian:
•
Apply foot creams or hoof moisturizers to the hoof capsule and the bottom
during dry climate, or periods were weak or cracked hoof is possible.
•
Always provide proper nutrition with the correct minerals for your horse and
also the best foot enhancement services that would improve feet quality.
•
Regularly trim your horse's hooves.
•
Use shoes when necessary.

HOOF CONDITIONING
Other than proper hoof trimming and nutrition, adequate hoof conditioning could
be the next most crucial aspect of equine foot care. These are very vital for horses
because every single step could either cause a breakdown on your horse or aﬀect its
job. Top equestrians know about the advantages of conditioning their horses' hooves.
The foot receives up to 90% of its moisture from the systemic circulation,
blood and lymph vessels, and some proportion from the sole. Hoof conditioners
help in preventing an escape of this moisture from the hoof capsule. Hoof conditioning
can help if your horse is facing hoof issues like soft hooves, dry, weak hooves, hoof
cracks, slow-developing hooves, damage, or diseased hooves. Some conditionings like
copper naphthenate, coconut oil, aloe Vera gel, and glycerine, or a mixture of them,
could serve as good conditioners for your horse's hoof.
The best conditioner should be the one that can enter the hoof. It is essential to
ensure the moisture equalization in the foot, where it's not too dry or wet that it
becomes too delicate and susceptible to abscesses or injuries. Applying hoof
conditioner shields the horse's hooves from unsafe components by framing a defensive
hindrance that neutralizes any extraordinary wet and dry atmospheres. Conditioning
helps with hoof development and moisture balance.

Picture 2.10: A well conditioned hoof.

In conclusion, a hoof conditioner ought to be a source of balance gotten from
natural oils that can easily enter the hoof capsule, maintain balance, and keep the foot
ﬂexible without being delicate. It’s a fact that the average times a horse runs over the
normal ﬁeld, it can cause the eﬀect of more than 2000 pounds per square inch of
weight on each foot as it hits the ground. Keep that in mind every time you pick up a
horse’s foot. Your best solution is PREVENTION. Keep the hooves appropriately
trimmed, with proper nutrition and well-conditioned to maintain perfect moisture
balance: not very dry, not very wet, just right.
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STALL CLEANING

Picture 2.11: Cleaning and disinfecting the stall

I have worked on horses in most parts of the world, and I have seen from the most
advanced husbandry practices to the most neglected ones. Even though horses adapt
very well to many circumstances, certain husbandry practices improve the health and
lifespan of a horse. Keeping a clean, dry stall is one of them.
Below are six easy steps to keep your horse stall in optimum condition.
Step One: Clear all the large heaps of manure around the surroundings of the stall and
put them in your waste bin, try to get the heap of manure out using side to side motion
when using the garden fork for cleaning.
Step Two: Use the ﬂoor brush to take out the
bedding away from the edges of the wet
spots; at that point, clear the wet zones
into heaps.
Step Three: Scoop all the wet sheet material
(from urine) into a bucket
Step Four: Apply scent neutralizer to
territories that were wet to help kill the dead
insects or any foul stink. Some clay materials
or calcium carbonate materials work great.
Step Five: Filter through any sheet material
that has poop left and remove all manure.
The idea here is that all sheet material doesn’t
have to be replaced every day as it can get
expensive, it is better to keep rotating the
spot that had the poop and urine removed
while keeping the bedding clean at all times.
Step Six: Replace the bedding that you
removed daily. Try to avoid dusty corners and
old bedding sheets more often to give your
horse the best living condition.
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Picture 2.12: Picking Manure

STALL ENVIRONMENT
Depending on the type of environment,
the speed at which a hoof grows can be
aﬀected. A colder climate causes foot
growth to slow down while warmer
temperatures allow for faster hoof growth
development. Changes in growth impact a
horse's hoof condition. In colder climates,
trimming happens less often because of the
slowing in growth. Whereas in warmer
climates, the hoof will return to its average
growth speed and will need more consistent
trimming and maintenance. Farriers,
trainers, and owners must be consistently
monitoring growth to determine how often
hooves should be trimmed or maintained.
During periods of little to no growth, it's also
vital to make sure that the feet aren't
wearing away. Extra support inside the hoof
cavity can alleviate pressure from the hoof
wall to mitigate any wear that may occur.
Picture 2.13: Stall environment

Water usually is present and uniformly appropriated all through the foot and is put
away in the foot, either free moving or as bound, caught water. At the point when the
foot is presented to intemperate measures of water in its condition, dampness atoms
ﬂood the hoof structures. Also, hoof quality can be aﬀected by a lot of various factors
like nutrition, genetics, inadequate trimming, shoeing, or moisture imbalance. Moisture
composition of 25% could sometimes be challenging to maintain, especially during the
rainy season. The abundance of water causes hooves to end up becoming waterlogged,
the same way the human nails become frail when immersed in water for so long.
The opposite is the case during the dry season; there would be visible hoof cracks
that could further cause harm to a horse and reduce its level of eﬀectiveness. Delicate
feet can prompt weakness; the best way to manage hoof moisture is to understand the
natural conditions that inﬂuence it. When the environment becomes very dry, the
process of losing moisture content rapidly from the hoof could cause instant cracks on
a horse hoof.

SHOEING VS BAREFOOT TRIMMING
There was a policeman in my hometown, in the mid-'80s, who used to ride his
horse "Trueno" every afternoon. "Trueno" was very popular among the local
equestrians because he was never shod. Sounds like normal, right? Not a big deal. Wait
for the most impressive part. Trueno was ridden 100 percent of the time on the
pavement! That's right, on the pavement and cement roads. First, we used to think Mr.
Freddy was crazy. However, as time went on, he convinced us that Trueno did not need
shoes. He always maintained a great trimmed foot with minor issues.
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Picture 2.14 : Barefoot horse

Some horse owners prefer to stick to the barefoot trimming approach because it is
more economical and safer for them, while a few other horse owners see shoeing as
the best approach. Regardless of what the reasons may be, barefoot trimming is fast
rising, to such an extent that one can't resist the urge to think about horseshoes
becoming an uncommon sight in a particular equestrian population.
In general, horses are a lot simpler to take care of using the barefoot trimming
program as opposed to keeping them shod. However, is every horse like Trueno?
The Advantage of Going Barefoot
A few horses can perform suﬃciently and cheerfully while shoeless. For instance,
various Arabians take an interest in focused and perseverance rides without the
advantage of shoes. These horses live and train shoeless to help toughen up the
bottoms of their feet and build strong foot walls. Just like Freddy's horse Trueno, some
horses are okay with that.
The Advantage of Shoeing
Stable foot development relies on getting a lot of activity, and a few horses may not
get enough exercise to invigorate standard foot development. Genetics plays a
signiﬁcant role in this. Horses with a weak hoof capsule could be introduced to shoes to
help in correcting foot issues. Also, in some areas of the planet and diﬀerent training
centers, there is more wear and tear than others, and shoes might be needed every
time a horse is exercising. Therapeutic shoeing can help horses with foot diseases
and/or deformities heal and work eﬃciently. Shoes are appropriate for horses with
orthopedic wounds or deformities. Or simply for horses that exercise on routine bases
which are not capable of performing their sports without shoes.
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Chapter 3
The Economics Of Feet Problems

According to the 2005 Economic Impact study, equine business in the U.S.
produces roughly $122 billion in revenue, which is an expansion from $102 billion. The
industry additionally gives an all-out work eﬀect of $1.74 million and creates $79 billion
in complete pay rates, wages, and advantages. The present number of horses in the
United States remains at 7.2 million. Florida, Texas, Kentucky and California, and Florida
are always the four leading states with the most noteworthy populace of horses. This
statistical ﬁgure clearly states that the equine industry is booming and will continue to
grow in America and beyond.
Have you heard of the common phrase, “If you have seen nothing but the beauty
of their markings and limbs, their true value is hidden from you?” There are several
economic beneﬁts horse owners can derive at the national or state level, besides the
eminent monetary eﬀect that horses give to a community. It has been demonstrated
that horses help people to physically move and arrive at speciﬁc destinations of the
world and entertain guests with special horse race events. In the equine industry,
lameness in horses’ feet remains the most signiﬁcant economic misfortune for horse or
ranch owners. Some owners often ignore foot care due to the cost involved; on the
contrary, proper foot management will prevent accumulated expenses from wear or
damage in the long run.
Here are some very interesting real-life examples of the economic impact of equine
lameness in two completely diﬀerent areas of the world and diﬀerent disciplines.
Mr. Romero, a farmer near the border of Guatemala and Belize, has to use his
horse every day to go to work. It is a 65-minute ride from his house to work on a good
day with no rain. Mr. Romero has two horses to make the trip six days a week. This
farmer makes the equivalent of $10.00 per day on a busy week of work. When one of
his horses becomes lame, he has 2 options. He could use his other horse every day for
the next week and risks exhaustion and injury, or he could only work three days that
week. This scenario imposes a great deal of stress on his daughter Helena and his wife,
Martha, who depend on his income to buy daily groceries, clothing, and regular utilities.
What do you think is the economic impact of this lameness case?
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Picture 3.1: Hoof abscess in a Guatemalan horse

The second example is where a 10-year-old girl named Pamela lives in New York
and has a barrel racer horse. The horse is meant to race in Pennsylvania in a week. All
expenses such as hotel accommodations, boarding at the show, new tack equipment,
and clothing have already been paid. Suddenly this horse develops an abscess and
cannot train for 14 days; neither can it go to the race. Instead of the horse going to a
race, it is going to the veterinarian who must examine it, take radiographs, and treat the
problem, which costs a total of $855.00. What do you think was the economic impact of
this lameness case?

Picture courtesy of Lisa Miller and Rosen Photography
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Chapter 4
How To Recognize When Your
Horses Feet Are In Trouble
“Heaven is high and earth wide. If you
ride three feet higher above the ground
than other men, you will know what that
means”, says Rudolf C. Binding. An ideal
approach to treat a hoof issue is to keep it
from occurring in any case. Preventive
methods, such as shoeing or trimming
frequently, helps maintain good health and
balance for horses. It is essential to consult
with an excellent Vet to always be well
informed on any issue before it becomes
too challenging. Sometimes it is diﬃcult for
horse owners to diagnose hoof problems
because certain symptoms might not
mean a horse has an infection or disease.
For instance, wet or potentially dirty
conditions can cause thrush, which could
lead to lameness.

Photo courtesy of Janice Lopez

It is essential to know the diﬀerence between horse symptoms caused by diseases,
and that caused by weather or environmental conditions. For instance, solar abscesses
happen when contamination invades the sole of the hoof, while sometimes abscesses
could be as a result of bruises, foreign objects in the sole, injury, or trauma to the foot.
You can use this book as a reference to identify hoof issues. Remember, the sooner you
identify the problems, the faster you will be able to treat them.

Picture 4.2: Foot abscess

Picture 4.3: Hoof distortions

It is very common for hoof issues to occur in horses, even after good care. About
95% of lameness in horses arise from their feet. Why would this be true? There are
three main reasons. These are NUTRITION, CONFORMATION, and TRAUMA.
After all, they only have 4 feet and on average, over 1000 pounds of body weight to
carry. You must become familiarized with your horses' feet and possible issues that
could arise so that you can identify them early. Lackadaisical care can worsen the
situation for your horse; this is another reason for you to do a physical assessment of
your horse's feet daily. The ideal approach to treat foot issues is to diagnose them early
and to look for the best remedy immediately.
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My most sincere advice for you will be to elevate your ability to identify issues
early. Always be on the lookout for the unexpected foul smell, hot hoof, dark discharge,
cracks, increased pulse, swelling, bruises, lameness, holes, or any other abnormal issue
your horse might be experiencing. This could be a pointer to recognize if your horses'
feet are in trouble or not

Picture 4.4: Hoof Crack
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MANAGING FOOT PROBLEMS
A large number of these foot issues can be eﬀectively treated, and if they are dealt
with immediately, they usually have an excellent prognosis. Some of the most
challenging cases I have treated are the result of "let's wait and see attitude."
Foot issues in horses can occur due to various reasons, as we have discussed in
previous chapters. Any horse experiencing foot issues will need a slowdown of all
activities and will get more rest and less pressure. There are as many treatments
available as there are problems. For example, a warm foot soak with Epson salts,
oppositely cold foot soaks with salts, are routinely used. Conditioning, or foot massages
(such as vibration plates, pulse electromagnetic ﬁeld therapies), anti-inﬂammatories,
and sometimes antibiotics each day until the horse fully recovers are needed
depending on the problem. Lastly, therapeutic trimming and sometimes shoeing are
necessary for the full recovery.
Treatment of hoof problems in Horses demands a quick response from a trusted
veterinarian or farrier that has ﬁgured out which foot issue is causing pain or
discomfort to the aﬀected horse. Therefore, a treatment plan should be set up
immediately to manage the situation. Some drugs or foot creams/ointments might be
recommended by a Vet to treat certain conditions; in cases of severe infections, oral or
injectable antibiotics might be administered to help ﬁght the disease. At the point when
the problems are discovered, it is essential to adhere to the veterinarian and farrier
directions completely. Veterinarians create a timetable or recommendations on the
best practices or set of activities a horse with speciﬁc foot problems should follow to
fully recover.
In some cases, a light workout is needed to stretch the horse muscles, ligaments,
and tendons. A full recuperation can be accomplished if the correct treatment was done
at the right time. It is paramount that every horse caretaker checks their feet, and a
general body check-up daily to put injuries or diseases under control.
In the following chapters, I will introduce you to the most common diseases
associated with hoof problems. In our next edition of Equine Foot Secrets, we will delve
into more detail about the pathology, treatment, and speciﬁc therapeutic
shoeing of these issues.
Some of the most common hoof problems we will be talking are:
1. Hoof abscesses
2. Hoof Cracks
3. Hoof Distortions
4. Coﬃn joint arthritis
5. Navicular bone issues
6. Laminitis
7. Ligament issues such as collateral ligament
Before we talk about treatments of the most common hoof conditions in chapter 6,
I want I will encourage you to think outside the box on the topic of preventing foot
problems which will be discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Would You Rather Treat Or
Prevent A Disease?

Where I "grew up, horses were many times, treated like tools, rather than
companions. That was just the reality of the farmer. The stall cleaning days were quite
an ordeal and a large project. We used to clean the stalls about once a month, and we
threw a massive cleaning party on that day. The packed manure was almost rock-solid
sometimes. Then we would go to the wood yard, get the wood shavings, and redo the
bedding. Horses were thrilled every time this happened. However, something inside of
me used to tell me, "there got to be a better way." There is no way a horse would like to
wait 30 days to get the bedding changed.
Well, this was one of the times where our forefathers were not entirely correct.
Today, I have realized that sometimes, we render stall hygiene for granted.
Keeping your horse safe and healthy is the best prescription your horse could ever
get. Although the right Vet or Farrier could help bring back your horse to soundness,
that should not prevent you from giving adequate care to your pony.
The advantage of preventing diseases
The environment signiﬁcantly aﬀects the immunity of a horse. There is a need for
horse caretakers always to ensure that the stall is not excessively wet, excessively hot,
too dull, or overly dusty as this could make a horse defenseless to diseases. Horse
caretakers must ensure they try to prevent any issue that might cause harm to a horse,
because in the long-run, prevention saves money, time, and other resources, as
opposed to treating a problem or condition that could have been prevented earlier.
Allow me to show you some easy disease prevention tips.
Do you remember the story of "Trueno"? Some horses are just tougher than
others. The exciting part is that there seem to be some breed variations of what horses
can tolerate vs. can't tolerate. If you have a horse with a weak or a healthy hoof, you
know what I mean.
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The best way to keep a horse healthy and fully functional depends on preventing
controllable circumstances while giving prompt treatment to issues beyond the control
of a horse caretaker. Horses tend to be happier, physically and mentally ﬁt when their
natural needs are met regularly, reacting to the requirements of a horse can save a
whole lot of stress and frustration for stakeholders in the equine industry.
Here Are Some Tips For Disease Prevention and Enriching your
Horse Mind and Body.
1.

Shelter: Preferably, a horse ought to have the option to live indoor or
outdoor provided; there is security from the weather and other issues that
might arise or cause an accident. Horse shelter should be well designed and
managed to avoid the risk of injury or disease on the horse. Barns, stalls, or l
loose boxes should be well designed and maintained correctly to enable the
horse to feel comfortable at all times. There are plenty of books and
guidelines on how to develop good stalls.

2.

Observation: This the most straightforward advice I can give you. The
diﬀerence between a good horseman and a GREAT Horseman lies in the
ability to observe. How many times have you looked at something and
thought it was the ﬁrst time you saw this? Example: When you ask your
partner, was that billboard always there? And he/she says: "honey it has been
there for years". Another example, recently, I was complimenting my wife
about her hair. To realize it had been that way for the last seven days. If I had
been more observant, I would not have missed it, and I would have
complimented her at the proper time to avoid a lecture about not paying
attention and how I should be more observant.
This exact analogy applies to our horses. I encourage you to observe your
horses daily. When I was in pilot school, they taught me to focus on one point
on the horizon for 3 seconds at a time, then move to the next position.
I practice the same techniques every time I look at a horse. And my big secret
is that I do this when a client brings me a horse to evaluate. When I ﬁrst see a
patient, I play this game and try to ﬁgure out what is the problem that needs
attention. Many times I can spot it right on before the owner
tells me its worries.

3.

Communication: Learn the tricks on the best way to understand your horse
as a caretaker. Similarly, you should also know how to speak to your pony,
and this is one of the best ways to ensure that you are not maltreating your
horse. Communication solves a whole lot of issues; for instance, a good coach
can understand certain foods, activities, or expression a horse likes or hates
through eﬀective communication.
Did you know that touching is a great way to communicate with your horse?
Touch your horse daily, let him feel you, and you feel him/her. The energy that
you will exchange will be miraculous.

4.

Playtime: No Matter what kind of horse you have I recommend creating some
room for social interaction and some freedom (leisure). Creating this social
time will help to prevent issues such as loneliness and anxiety. When horse
owners can satisfy the social necessities of their horse, there would be a
general improvement in the emotional and physical wellbeing of the horse.
This is a fact, and you can research it yourself. Do the test.
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5.

Grazing: Give grass and roughage that is healthy for your horse. Adequate
grass and roughage help ﬁght against colic issues and also promotes a healthy
digestive system for your horse. Not all green pastures are suitable for horses
to graze on; it is ideal for horse caretakers to ensure that areas for grazing
have the needed nutrients that would not cause any health issues for the
horse. Excessive sugars could be detrimental for individual horses who might
be aﬀected by insulin resistance issues. Excessive proteins could aﬀect foals
and cause problems in their growth plates. Meet with a veterinarian or
nutritionist for more details on this topic.

6.

Routine: Have a predictable line up of activities for your horse every day.
Scheduling is one of the best ways to avoid speciﬁc hoof issues because that
way, the horse caretakers can examine the performance or mood of their
horses quickly before any situation arises impromptu. For example, every
morning routine should include feeding, observation of the body, the hooves,
joints, tendons, hoof picking, and hoof conditioning. When well trained, you
can accomplish this in 120 seconds or less.

By no means, this is an extensive way to prevent your horses from getting sick or
any foot problems. My goal here is to help you develop and improve the "horse six
sense" and use it towards the advantage of the horse.
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Chapter 6
Common Hoof Problems

A horse's hoof is bound to develop speciﬁc issues due to the level of impact a
horse foot makes; this can be compared to how we have depreciating assets. In this
chapter, we will focus on the identiﬁcation and understanding of common hoof
problems such as hoof abscesses, laminitis, hoof cracks, white line disease, club foot,
long toes low heels, and more. I will also talk about treatment options available for
horses that suﬀer from any of these problems.
I was recently called to see a horse for a great friend and horseman. He was very
concerned because the leg was swollen, and this ﬁlly was almost 3-legged lame (one leg
on the air). Her eyes were wide open, and her pupils were dilated. The fetlock was
swollen, hot, and excruciatingly painful to the touch. We both thought the leg had been
broken. We quickly proceeded to radiograph the leg and found nothing on the fetlock.
However, my technician Janice suggested we also radiograph the foot for completeness'
sake. And so, we did! Always listen to your technicians.
We discovered the perpetrator of such a horrible lameness, a black line in the sole,
gas pocket representing an abscess.
Sometimes this could be the most frustrating disease to diagnose and treat on a horse.
This is when the horse is experiencing sore or contamination on the delicate tissue of
the foot. Abscesses bring about varying degrees of weakness and lameness, contingent
upon the seriousness of the degree of the infection. The typical symptom is a hot hoof
and expanded pulse. When treated in time, the infection will take the easiest course of
action and relocate up the foot and break out at the coronary band, start to deplete,
and the lameness would eventually die down.
Abscesses can be diagnosed with the help of foot testers. The easiest way to detect
and treat is to mark the area with the diagnosed issue and call for professional help to
ease the torment and weaknesses your horse might have been facing. To ﬁnd the spot
where the pus is, look out for the spongy and soft areas so that you can relieve your
horse from pain when pus waste is removed; therefore, pain dies down. Abscesses can
be drawn with salt, iodine, antiseptic, or other clinical solutions to attract the infection
to the surface in which it would be drained out. As a caution, do not cut a deep hole in
the hoof to remove abscesses, shallow cutting would make the horse heal faster.
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Picture 6.1: Opened subsolar abscess.

Hoof abscesses are perhaps one of the most agonizing and unfriendly conditions
in the foot. Untreated holes can pave the way for bacteria to enter the foot, which is
capable of destroying the sensitive hoof tissue, which could aﬀect the immunity
of the foot.

Picture 6.2: Wrapping a foot with an abscess

In cases of abscess, please consult a veterinary doctor or a good farrier to diagnose
and recommend treatment for your horse. Abscess left untreated could disorient the
function of the hoof through the sole or at the coronary band. In the worst cases, the
abscess can go to the bone in the hoof or even to the joint, like in the picture below
(illustration 6.1).

Illustration: 6.1: Coﬃn joint injection
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When a veterinary doctor or farrier ﬁnds and treats an abscess, the key to a
successful outcome is to keep the region clean to maintain a strategic distance from
reinfection. The foot ought to be absorbed in Epsom salt or your doctor's preference,
put into warm water to help draw out any residual disease; also, caution has to be
taken during the treatment of the abscess until the horse has recuperated. You should
be cautious that you don't wrap the foot too ﬁrmly or around the coronary band since
this could cut the blood supply of the foot; in this manner, it is ideal for sticking to the
anti-inﬂammatory treatment recommended by your Vet. The recuperation time frame
is generally between seven to ten days, yet this can generally diﬀer, relying upon the
seriousness of the abscess and the capacity and commitment of the horse owner to
avoid reinfection. We usually do not treat abscesses with antibiotics because a faster
resolution will happen if they are allowed to drain. However, if there is involvement of
the bones, ligaments, or tendons, very aggressive antibiotics ought to be used.
Foot infection can signiﬁcantly aﬀect any horse, hoof damage and sickness have
ﬁnished the professional career of many horses, who were once champions at their
game. Like the one in the radiograph above. Even though a case like this is uncommon,
it would be very unfortunate if it happens to your horse where an untreated abscess
migrated through de laminae and invaded the coﬃn joint.

THE MOST FEARED CONDITION
If you are a horse owner, I presume you fear the disease I will be discussing
shortly. There cannot be any analogies to the human counterpart since it only occurs in
hooved animals. I am talking about LAMINITIS; this is a very serious inﬂammation on
the sensitive laminae or connecting tissues that link the coﬃn bone and the hoof.
Multiple books have been written about this disease. The goal of this chapter is to
review what we know about this disease, talk about some of the most common causes
and help you identify the disease so your horse can beneﬁt from early treatment. The
chances of recovery are exponentially increased.
I will start this chapter with two illustrations. One of them shows a healthy horse
hoof without laminitis, and the other one shows a hoof with chronic laminitis. The
understanding of these two pictures will help you understand the rest of the chapter.
Please note the diﬀerence in the hoof capsule, laminae, and bone position.

Illustration 6.2: Normal Hoof

Illustration 6.3: Chronic laminitis
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Even though the cause of laminitis has not been fully identiﬁed, we know some
factors that could start it. These are excessive grain in horse diet, toxic colic, wrong or
too much of certain medications, poor or neglected hoof trimming, or injury, excessive
exercise on a hard surface, high fevers due to diseases, among others. The common
symptoms of this disease are weakness; the horse is resistant to walking, wants to lean
back (if the problem is on the front end) and lie down all day. On the rating of
emergencies of horses, laminitis is viewed as a crisis disease, more reasons for horse
owners to quickly consult their veterinarian for prompt diagnosis and treatment.

Illustration 6.4: The attachment between the hoof
wall and the bone is possible via the laminae.

If by any chance the pedal bone sinks too far it might pop out from the foot,
therefore, this is irreversible. Only a few cases can be restored, which requires a large
investment of money and resources, tolerance and time (a full village working on the
horse 24/7).
Laminitis can aﬀect any horse; it can also aﬀect any horse feet, most especially the
front feet. Although we have also seen it in the hind feet as well.

Picture 6.3 : Complete separation between bone and hoof wall
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COMMON SCENARIOS OF LAMINITIS
Lameness is common with horses experiencing laminitis. This disease makes them
very hesitant to move sometimes, and they require more rest time. In a severe case of
laminitis, the horse might breathe heavily, have high temperatures in various body
parts (ie, feet) or sweat excessively. The horse will have an appearance of torment all
over, and it might have its eyes dulled, ears back, and head down with zero interest in
its environment. At the point when a creature has recouped from the intense phase of
laminitis, there will be real changes to the inner structures of the foot. Over time, the
outside state of the foot will reﬂect those inward changes.
Cross section of foot with laminitis

Illustration 6.5: Cross section of foot with laminitis

The heels become contracted, making it longer than usual, while the frog develops
poorly. The white line may end up wider than usual, which makes the horse more
prone to cases of abscess or seedy toe. In extreme cases, breakage in the ridges opens
the pathway to several infections. The hoof becomes powerless against diseases.
Traces of blood can be seen when the hoof is trimmed because the sensitive part of the
laminae is continuously spilling blood and serum into the foot cavity.

HOW TO DETECT EARLY ONSET OF LAMINITIS
•
•
•
•
•
•

The inability of a horse to walk on a hard surface
Increased heartbeat
Excessive pain in the toes, (Strong or weak reaction to the)
Hot hoof
Blood spots along the white line
Foot radiographs and venogram (the study of the foot circulation)
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Illustration 6.6: Normal lateral
radiograph of the foot

Illustration 6.7: Lateral radiograph of a
foot with laminitis

Illustration 6.8: Blood ﬂow of the foot

Very often, I hear the phrase, “let's wait and see what happens”
My response is the following: If you had a family member that you cared for, and
they got sick. How long do you wait to see what happens? What if you knew that there
is a treatment available for the disease? What would you do if the doctor told you that if
you start treatment right now, the chances of survival doubled? Would you wait to
see what happens?
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This scenario is what commonly happens with laminitis.
Early Diagnosis is the key: When a horse shows some abnormal signs or changes
in behavior, horse caretakers need to consult a Vet and start treatment plans with
caution immediately. Right treatment should be directed at the earliest opportunity to
avert any enduring harm to the hoof, which could also ease the discomfort. Every year
discoveries are made about this disease. Thanks to researchers all over the world, we
gain a new understanding of how this devastating disease occurs. Therefore, it is
essential to involve veterinarians and farriers that are up to date on the latest
technologies available. For example, we have discovered that the soonest we start
helping the body regenerate the blood vessels, the higher the chances of success. In
our next book, we will introduce you to more of the available medical and farrier
treatments. They include;
Medical Management: Laminitis should be considered a medical emergency.
Your veterinarian will have multiple medications available to minimize the damage in
the early onset. Depending on the circumstances, your Vet can use diﬀerent
anti-inﬂammatory therapy, medications to increase circulation, and others.
Limit stress on the aﬀected horse: Aﬀected horse might need a friend to rely on
at this point. Your horse must be set in a situation where it feels great and relaxed
while it heals — just like in people, enriching the environment is very important.
Clean and deep bedding stall: It is vital to move the horse to a stable with clean
deep bedding. Horse caretakers have to make sure that the bedding form into the foot
and around the frog to oﬀer the quickest pain relief to the aﬀected horse. I can give you
a hint of how to measure this standard: if you jump and kneel on the bedding, you
should not feel the impact.
Therapeutic shoeing: The shoeing of a horse with laminitis requires an
exceptional understanding of the biomechanics. The shoeing is directed towards
increasing the blood ﬂow of the foot and providing coﬃn bone (P3) support.
New therapies: Some innovative treatments are available and perhaps somewhat
controversial on its use in veterinary medicine, but you should know about them
because, in the case of such a horrible disease, anything can help. These include but
are not limited to stem cells, laminitis, deep digital ﬂexor tenotomy, acupuncture, and
by the time you read this, there will probably be more.
One of the most challenging parts of my day:
One of the main reasons for me to write this book is to teach you multiple possible
causes, presentations, and treatment of laminitis and other foot diseases. As you know,
I have dedicated most of my veterinary career to treating this horrible disease and
other lameness issues. To this date, I still get surprised how this disease can be present
in so many diﬀerent ways and so many diﬀerent degrees of gravity. The speed towards
which it can kill a horse is remarkable. To this date, there is a lot more information
about it than in the earlier days of my career; therefore, I urge you to use all the
information and all the treatment modalities available to treat the disease. Please take
advantage of this information to your beneﬁt. If you want to learn even more about
laminitis, visit www.equinefootsecrets.com, and use all the tools available for you.
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HOOF CRACKS

Picture 6.4: Horizontal Hoof Crack

During dry climates or with successive changes from wet to dry, the horse tends to
have dry, weak feet, which could create large or small cracks in the hoof. Similarly,
improper trimming or shoeing schedule can help develop cracks due to the lever
strength of the long hoof, just like a person with a long nail. The fact remains that some
horses are brought into the world with poor foot quality and are helpless to issues such
as hoof crack. Cracks might look very shallow, but they can inﬁltrate the sensitive
structures of the foot. This is an unmistakable vertical break in the Hoof wall. Cracks in
the hoof are more visible than in the heel, bars, and quarter areas of the hoof, which
runs parallel in the foot tubules. Dry and fragile hooves break more often; this is one of
the reasons I advocate for healthy, moist hoof for horses.
Common Hoof Cracks
Grass cracks: Hooves that have not been trimmed in a long time tend to suﬀer from
grass cracks. Sometimes it is almost impossible to notice grass cracks because they are
thin and never enter into the hoof wall; they move from the ground and gradually
extend upwards into a horse foot. Poor nutrition and lack of activities could also be an
enabling factor for grass cracks.
Toe cracks: Cracks sometimes might not be grossly visible. However some of them are
not uncommon to it, they start within the hoof and then extend to the surface of the
footwall, it is advisable for horse caretakers to always be on the lookout for cases of
cracks at all times. If left untreated, these can open up and become problematic.
Grass cracks: Hooves that have not been trimmed in a long time tend to suﬀer from
grass cracks. Sometimes it is almost impossible to notice grass cracks because they are
thin and never enter into the hoof wall; they move from the ground and gradually
extend upwards into a horse foot. Poor nutrition and lack of activities could also be an
enabling factor for grass cracks.
Toe cracks: Cracks sometimes might not be grossly visible. However some of them are
not uncommon to it, they start within the hoof and then extend to the surface of the
footwall, it is advisable for horse caretakers to always be on the lookout for cases of
cracks at all times. If left untreated, these can open up and become problematic.
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Picture 6.5: Sand Cracks

Sand cracks: They begin from the coronary band at the highest point of the hoof and
broaden downwards; they are somewhat similar to grass cracks. These are the result of
damage that might have occurred in the coronary band or as a result of white line
disease that might have happened; if left untreated, it could cause lameness in the horse.
Quarter cracks: They are generally brought about by deformities, poor farrier
trimming, or injury. Quarter cracks are very painful, dangerous, and diﬃcult to treat
compared to other types of cracks.
Treatment for all types of hoof cracks should be done by reducing the motion of
the aﬀected area where the horse caretaker notices a hoof crack. This will allow the
beginning new growth of a healthy hoof wall from the coronary band. Hoof cracks can
be treated in multiple ways, depending on your farrier. Some of the most common
treatments include acrylic reconstruction, burning the top of the crack, side clips, or
reducing pressure on the aﬀected area of the foot that is causing uneven pressure.
Blowouts or horizontal hoof cracks: This occurs when there is an injury on the
coronary band or a hit on the hoof wall. This foot issue, by large, doesn't cause
weakness for horses or long term damage. However, when left unattended could cause
signiﬁcant problems, like the one in the picture below.

Picture 6.6: Blowouts or horizontal hoof cracks
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Sole Bruises: Sole bruises are caused by injury from a blunt object or rough ground. In
this case, the white line or the footwall might be red. Single wounds show up as red
spots or bites on the sole and frog. They ﬂuctuate in size because of the degree of the
veins in the delicate structures. Hooves that are cut too short can be easily wounded on
any ground. A wounded foot sole can be protected by the right shoeing method. Sole
bruises do not cause much harm, except in the case of serious injury.

WHITE LINE DISEASE

Picture 6.7: Picture of a hoof with white line disease

On July 13, 2018, I saw a video of a
beautiful Paso Fino Mare that one of my
esteemed clients wanted to purchase from
Colombia. The whole transaction involved
six competent equine professionals (two
horse trainers, the seller, the buyer, a
veterinarian, and myself). The bay mare
was in excellent health and had the perfect
gait. I can't forget to mention; she was a
sweetheart. Pre-purchasese radiographs
were completely normal. In short, the deal
was done, and the mare came to the
United States. In August 2018, the farrier
started noticing some separation of the
hoof wall in the hind end. She was
diagnosed with white line disease and
treated accordingly. Three months passed
and she continued deteriorating to the
point where she could not get up. New
radiographs showed that she was now
suﬀering from laminitis. In the radiograph
below, you can see the severity of her
disease. Don't forget to review the
laminitis section.
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Picture 6.8: Radiograph of a horse with laminitis
after developing laminitis.

This case made me realize that horses are never entirely immune to hoof issues,
no matter the care they get. In white line disease, pathogens exploit a weak foot wall
that is not healthy.
That area is known as a white line because anatomically, the junction between the
sensitive laminae and the insensitive laminae of the foot looks like a white line. You can
have a look at that area when your farrier trims your horse, and you look at it from the
bottom. In white line disease, this zone opens up.
White line disease is an infection caused by several organisms not yet completely
understood. Back in the days, we used to think it was a fungus; however, new evidence
suggests that it is a mixture of fungus and bacteria.
X-rays (radiographs) are required to know the extent of the separation and
weather there is laminitis associated with it like my patient horse.
COMMON SYMPTOMS OF WHITE LINE DISEASE
•
•
•
•
•
•

White line disease can occur in at least one of your steed's feet.
Pain
Separation of the footwall
Powder looking substance along the hoof wall
Lameness: sometimes very mild and sometimes very severe.
Warmth in the foot

White line disease has been known for quite a long time and has amassed names,
like stall rot, hollow foot, seedy toe, or wall thrush. White line disease might be
discovered during a standard trimming when a farrier sees a little region of powdery
grey or black tissue at the white line area; however, radiographs are needed to
determine its extent. Some routine activities like frequent trimming can control this
disease, of course, in addition to cleaning the horse stall frequently and proper
nutrition. The dietary component of dealing and preventing this disease should
comprise proper amounts of zinc, methionine, biotin, iodine, and nutrition-rich in
minerals, vitamins, and energy supplements that are basic for the improvement of the
hoof tissue.
CAUSES OF WHITE LINE DISEASE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Injury in the hoof
Poor nutrition
Stress from laminitis recovery
Wet environment
Dirty sheet material
Long toes
Others

TREATMENT OF WHITE LINE DISEASE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Call your veterinarian and farrier
Removal of tissues that have been aﬀected by this disease.
Expose the aﬀected area to air and less to moisture.
Apply antibacterial products or disinfectant on the horse's foot to get rid of
this infection. Eﬀective products contain copper naphthenate, others might
have chlorine and or hydrogen peroxide
Adequate care during the period of new hoof growth.
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LONG TOE AND LOW HEELS
Long toes usually go with hooves with
low heels. It is the blend of long feet and
low heels problems in horses that can
cause lameness. The toe on this foot
develops forward, and the impact points
will under-run. This imbalance will cause
the foot to have an uneven weight
distribution. A high percentage of the
weight of the horse is being shifted to the
heels. Therefore, creating an imbalance in
the mechanics of the foot. This
phenomenon will cause horse lameness
issues in some cases, as a result of altered
anatomy and mechanics.
To manage long toe and low heels, I
recommend having a balanced pastern
angle. An excellent farrier will be able to
do this with ease.

Picture 6.9: Long toes low heels

Care must be taken when evaluating and treating a horse with this condition. It
could be normal for some horses to have diﬀerent sets of front feet, sometimes
genetics play a signiﬁcant role, and correction might not be needed or might be
temporary with each shoeing.

CLUB FOOT

Picture 6.10: Picture of a club foot
What does “Club foot” means?

Club foot is commonly caused by a contraction (shortening) of one of the tendons
called deep digital ﬂexor tendon.
Compared to a normal hoof (Picture 6.11) where there is a normal axis and
position, a club hoof has a disﬁgured shape, sometimes more box-like looking or ﬂared
hoof wall, making walking a painful experience since the bone inside the hoof is directly
pointing towards the ground (Picture 6.12).
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Some horses are brought into the
world with a club foot, which makes it a bit
strenuous for them to do their activities,
this condition requires a skilled
veterinarian and farrier specialist who will
administer relief from discomfort and put
special shoes on the aﬀected horse so that
the bones can be better aligned, in some
cases surgery is required to correct the
situation especially if the horse is a young
foal (Picture 6.12).
Picture 6.11: Normal Foot in an adult horse

Picture 6.12: Club Foot in a foal

Picture 6.13: Radiographs of a foal with club foot
(Grade II)

The condition is easily recognized
with the eyesight. Radiographs conﬁrm the
diagnosis and tell the surgeon how severe
the problem is and whether the bone is
aﬀected or not (Picture 6.13).
The most eﬀective strategy for
analysis is the consistent checking of your
foal's hooves, because deformities at birth
are generally simple to see, particularly if
your foal experiences issues while
standing and nursing. There is continuous
toe wear followed by swelling in the
coronary band, foals with club foot ﬁnd it
diﬃcult to place their heel on the ground.
Like the right front foot of this foal in the
picture.
Fast development occurs in the ﬁrst
year of your foal's life, and this is the time
where precautions must be observed. The
earlier club foot is diagnosed, the better,
the right treatment measure is taken to
keep the condition under control before it
escapes the hand and turns into a
noteworthy issue, which may keep a young
horse away from the requirement of
surgery. Foot deformity such as club foot is
best diagnosed when the foal (young
horse) is still in its growing years.
Consulting with a veterinarian when you
see any distortion or trouble is
fundamental to enable speedy treatment
(Picture 6.14).

Picture 6.14: Early recognition of anatomical
deformities in new born foals.
Source: Ruben Estrada, Colombia
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Types Of Club Foot

A Club foot can be categorized into two diﬀerent forms with varying degrees of
deformity
1.

Congenital ﬂexural deformities: This is a deformity young foal
shave at birth (Picture 6.15)

Picture 6.15: Foal with congenital ﬂexural deformity
Source: Ruben Estrada, Colombia

2.

Acquired ﬂexural deformities: This begins to manifest after birth,
within 2-8 months or later these deformities begin to spring up.

The following are the degrees or grades of acquired ﬂexural deformities in aﬀected
horses:
3.

•

Grade 1: This is a very early stage of a club foot, whereby there is a
varying 3-5 degree of normal, and the hoof - pastern axis is
still aligned. (1)

4.

•

Grade 2: This degree is slightly more severe, is varying 5-8 degrees
greater within the hoof, whereby the impact point of the heel does not
touch the ground when trimmed. In these cases the hoof - pastern axis is
steep and slightly broken - forward (1)

5.

•

Grade 3: This is a more severe deformity, club foot has a front hoof wall
portrayed as dished with the impact point twice as wide as the toe, it has
a broken - forward hoof - pastern axis and mild concavity present in the
dorsal hoof wall (1). The radiographs may show alterations in the bone.

6.

•

Grade 4: A vigorously dished hoof wall with a point of 80 degrees or
more and a severely broken - forward hoof - pastern axis, the concave
dorsal hoof wall is more evident, and the coronary band height at the
heel is equal to that at the toe (1). The abnormal ﬁndings in the
radiographs could be more severe.

Treatment of club foot
Treatment of Club Foot in Horses starts with nutrition and hoof trimming.
Changing the equation by decreasing the mare (mother) diet from high sugar or
starch-rich into less rich foods such as oats grains and wiping out superﬂuous
enhancements will help. To treat a foal with congenital ﬂexural deformities, your
veterinarian may recommend oxytetracycline. "Oxytet" is an anti-microbial that can
invigorate ligament laxity and help correct the problem. In my experience, this works
well during the ﬁrst week of life and not later. The veterinarian can also recommend the
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foal is trimmed every 2-3 weeks by a good farrier; some veterinarians may also
recommend check ligament surgery, depending on the severity of the problem. This
technique requires the veterinarian to transect the check ligament, expelling the strain
and enabling the foot to extend. Excellent outcomes have been accomplished, utilizing
the majority of these treatment strategies early in the foal's life. Recovery in adult
horses is not as successful (Picture 6.16).

Illustration 6.9: Site of check ligament surgery

Picture 6.16: Check ligament desmotomy as surgical correction of club foot
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If club foot is not treated, damage to the bone inside the foot can happen and
long-term lameness can occur due to bone cracking and degeneration (Picture 6.17),
you can compare and see the diﬀerence between a normal radiograph of a healthy
horse (Picture 6.18).

Picture 6.17: Picture and radiograph of club foot (grade IV) with bone damage in an adult horse

Picture 6.18 : Radiograph of a normal hoof

References
(1) Robert J. Hunt, DVM, MS, Diplomate ACVS. Management of Clubfoot in Horses: Foals to
Adults. AAEP PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 58, 2012
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Chapter 7
The Secrets About Navicular Disease

The equine world is full of controversies. Have you ever seen two equestrians
arguing about any horse issue? We argue about everything we can think about,
whether it is the horse association, the Jockey Club, the conformation of the best horse,
a training method, a treatment for a disease and more. Sometimes I sit and listen to
equestrians talking. These are farriers, trainers, and horse owners battling about who
has better solutions to their issues. It's just like politics, but better because all it's done
with love and truth. I genuinely love the passion with which they
express their opinion.
The best part is that every one of them is right. Especially when talking about this
particular topic: navicular disease.
The word navicular causes goosebumps very regularly in our industry — a
signiﬁcant degree of anxiety for horse owners who are facing the possibility of this
diagnosis.
Future horse owners fear it
when they are purchasing a
horse, and the selling party has
nightmares with it. The exact
deﬁnition of anxiety lies in this
word for the equestrian. Before
I go any further, I want you to
look at the illustration below
and ﬁnd several vital structures.
Find the navicular bone, the
bursa, impar ligament, the
collateral ligament, and the
DDFT (deep digital
ﬂexor tendon).

Illustration 7.1: Internal Hoof Structures
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Understanding the key issues, I'm going to talk to you about the navicular
syndrome and caudal heel pain will clarify questions you would have, help you
recognize the early signs and hopefully decrease the anxiety regarding this topic.
•

Navicular disease is estimated to be responsible for up 1/3 of all chronic
lameness in certain breeds of horses. Several structures could be causing
problems in this area, and this is why it is so complicated. The most common
are the navicular bone and ligaments, the navicular bursa, or the ﬁbers of the
deep digital ﬂexor tendon.

•

Horses with navicular pain usually have a history of subtle onset of lameness.
The horse may look stiﬀ early on in the course of the disease and stumble
frequently. The lameness may seem inconsistent and switch from one (front)
leg to another. Putting the horse in a circle or a hard surface
can make it worse.

•

The cause could be mechanical. A healthy navicular region can subject to
abnormal loads causing discomfort. Examples of which include overuse, hard
ground, and even obesity. Or an inferiorly conformed foot overloading the
navicular area. Both result in unnatural overload. Studies have revealed
that the shape of a horse's navicular bone is an inﬂuential factor.
Interesting right?

•

After several months of pain and load avoiding of the heels, the feet may even
begin to change shape, growing more upright and contracted (smaller) in the
heels. This particular shape is what we call "clubby" looking foot. Some people
call it an "upright" foot. However, very careful diﬀerentiation should be made
when listening or using these adjectives because a horse can have club feet
and upright feet and have a healthy navicular bone. Radiographs and MRI will
be of great help to get this diagnosis right.

•

Trimming and shoeing to improve hoof biomechanics is the most important
thing and must be ideal for getting any beneﬁt from adjunctive therapies. A
good trim relieves pressure in the navicular area by keeping the toe back and
engaging other parts of the hoof capsule (such as the sole and frog) in
weight-bearing to help the heels. Of course, the controversy of raising the
heels or not raising the heels will always be there.

•

A frustrating but fundamental fact is that we often do not appreciate a
correlation between radiographic results and clinical lameness. Radiographic
changes may be absent early on because the overload is just aﬀecting the soft
tissues. Therefore, in these cases, the MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) will
be the modality of choice.

REALITY CHECK: not every horse owner can aﬀord an MRI. What do we do in these
cases? Your veterinarian and farrier will treat to the best of their abilities with the
information that they have. The history, response to shoeing changes and foot angles,
sequential radiograph results, and the art of the "clinical sense."
•

Navicular disease is degenerative, but it doesn't have to be a usefulness death
sentence. Finding the right shoe can be trial and error. No shoe is uniformly
perfect for all patients with navicular region pain. Due to the close anatomical
relationship with the coﬃn joint, sometimes, we also need to address the
coﬃn joint. In fact, in multiple cases, I treat the coﬃn joint issues, and the
caudal heel pain goes away.
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•

MRI is the gold standard for diagnosing lameness lesions within the foot.

REALITY CHECK #2: Most feet MRIs are going to ﬁnd more than one or two problems,
which can be intimidating. Instead of trying to decide which issue is the most
signiﬁcant, knowing all of the problems that exist helps tailor the treatment and
shoeing to a plan that will beneﬁt the horse the most and have the greatest success.
•

The latest drug approved for navicular disease is Osphos, which is the same
class of drugs as human drugs Boniva or Fosamax. It works by inhibiting bone
resorption by binding osteoclasts (bone cells that break down bone tissue),
thus reducing bone pain. It balances bone formation.

•

Lastly, traumas and infections to the navicular bone, the worst possible case,
can now be treated. As the last chapter on this book, which I hope you
learned and enjoy greatly. I will share the most challenging case
I have ever treated.

THE LATEST SECRET IN HOOF CARE: AN AMAZING STORY
It was Friday, December 22, 2017. It seems to be a trend that most changing life
experiences happen to me on weekends, right when my working day is about to ﬁnish.
The phone rang, and after many thoughts, I decided to answer it. Her name was Laura,
and her horse was Willow. I have never heard of this horse or horse owner before, but
somehow she found the Equine Performance Centre in Ocala on the internet. Of
course, at the moment, I had no idea that this phone call would change my life forever.
It would change the way I practice veterinary medicine and the way I think about
my patients.
Laura was desperate. Her beautiful grey horse had stepped on a nail. This nail
penetrated through the sole to the navicular bursa and bone. Her pain was
excruciating, and her leg was extremely swollen. She had done absolutely "everything
available" to ﬁx her mare." They had done two surgeries to her foot to no avail. Via a
bacterial culture, the surgeons had determined that one of the bacteria was resistant
to every single antibiotic tested. Willow was a "lost cause". The recommendation … to
put her to sleep forever.
Laura somehow had heard of the Hyperbaric
Oxygen Chamber. She did some research and wanted
my opinion on the topic. I had no idea what to do. I
was afraid that her fate was already determined. I
called multiple surgeons in the United States and
Europe. I showed them the radiographs and culture
and sensitivity results, and the recommendation was
very much uniformly to euthanize her humanely.
However, her owner was relentless, not willing to give
up, and asked me to please save her mare. Once
more, I picked up the phone, and after reaching
several experts, I found Shelena. One of the top HBOT
advisors in the world. She did not sound super
optimistic, but she was the ﬁrst person who gave me
some positive advice.

Picture of Willow Walking in 3 legs
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The journey began with Hyperbaric Oxygen treatments immediately after I hung
up with Shelena, yes, including Christmas Eve. For controlled purposes, we did not
change any of the previous treatments before arrival. After all, we had "no hope."
THE POWER OF RELENTLESSNESS POSITIVISM
We saw no results at all for three days. But my associate Dr. Guillermo Cardona
did not want to give up, and then we up her sessions and increased the pressure
strength. By the end of the 3rd day, we started wondering if we were helping Willow or
prolonging the inevitable. I was ready to make the call and give up. However, on the
morning of day 4, while coming out of the chamber, her toe began to touch the ground.
We jumped, we cried, and we celebrated some more. Every day after that, she was
putting more wait on her leg. We continued the hyperbaric treatments until she was
walking much better. Unfortunately, when we stopped the chamber treatments, she
became very lame again. So, what did we do? We treated as aggressive as possible.
Giving up was not an option this time. We changed nothing else but one thing. We were
using two of the most potent antibiotics called vancomycin and baytril; we also used
homeopathic meds such as colloidal silver, pain medications, gastric protectants, and
more. The only exception was that this time, we were going twice a day in the chamber
and higher pressure.

Picture of Willow coming out of the
hyperbaric chamber
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RESULTS:
After relentless rehab willow went home on June 6, 2018. At that time, she had not
received treatments at all for several months, and she was able to be very comfortable
trotting and cantering on her paddock. Most importantly, we had now developed a
protocol to treat one of the most devastating injuries a horse can have. At the time of
writing this book, multiple other horses have received the same protocol, and the
results have been the same.
My veterinary career is now deﬁned as the times before Willow and the times after
Willow. Willows owner wanted to make sure her contribution could save other horses,
and I can gratefully say: Mission Accomplished. If you want to know more about the
fantastic success stories, visit www.equinehyperbaric.com, and you will see miracles in
front of your eyes.

Picture of Willow running

“NEVER GIVE UP ON YOUR
HORSES BECAUSE THEY WILL
NEVER GIVE UP ON YOU.”
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Chapter 8

By Dr. Guillermo Cardona

Radiology And The Foot
“Such a vast diversity of specialties like geology, physics, mechanical engineering,
cybernetics, control system analysis, information theory, geometry, calculus, support
engineering, rheology, neurology, pathology, anatomy, traﬃc engineering, and pure
witchcraft have been put on one study subject.” Preface to “Biomechanic of lameness in
horses”, Rooney 1969.
Fifty years ago, Dr. James Rooney described with these words the relationships
found inside a relatively small, but highly signiﬁcant region, the horse’s hoof. It is pivotal
to understand the structures that interact deeper into the hardcover that we can see.
Important anatomic pieces are contained in a small space creating an environment that
is unique and highly inﬂuenceable by external changes.
We will discuss the structures that are contained in the hoof and distal pastern as it
pertains to the radiology, and we will also discuss the importance of the balance
between the third phalanx (P3) and the hoof capsule.

Illustration 8.1: Normal lateral
radiograph of the foot

The bones involved with the digit are the third phalanx, and the Navicular bone, or
distal sesamoidean bone. The phalanx aligns in such a manner to create what is known
as the hoof-pastern axis, which can be altered by abnormal conformation (broken back
or broken forward). Continuing the structures distally (towards the ground), the balance
of the hoof has been described by the relationship between angles and distances
between the hoof capsule and the bones contained in it (Thieme et al., 2015).
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Illustration 8.2: Hoof pastern angle

Radiographic images are the best way to evaluate the position of P3 inside the
hoof capsule and to determine if there is any alteration that can lead, or is created by,
pathologic entities. These images help the Veterinarian to assess the bony column of
the equine digit and, to a lesser degree, determine if there is a chronic condition
involving soft tissue structures. Together with this, a radiographic study of the digit will
assess the latero-medial balance of the bone, which is essential for the healthy hoof
growth and the soft tissue structures that maintain joint equilibrium.

Illustration 8.3: Normal Medio Lateral
Balance of the foot

Some of the critical measurements taken into consideration have been described
in the veterinary literature and help to determine the normal position of P3 inside the
hoof. Problems like laminitis and caudal heel pain, among other conditions, can alter
these measurements (Illustration 8.2).
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The angle of the hoof has an important inﬂuence in the force distribution inside it
(McClinchey, Thomason y Jofriet, 2003), tension to the junction between P3 and hoof
lamellae (Thomason, McGlinchey, Faramarzi y Jofriet, 2005) and angle of the
interphalangeal joints (Chateau, Degueurce y Denoix, 2010). There is a hypothesis that a
low hoof angle and underrun heels can be related to a low palmar/plantar angle and
can increase the tension of the deep digital ﬂexor tendon (DDFT) on the navicular bone.
(Eliashar, McGuigan y Wilson, 2010; Willemen, Savelberg y Barneveld, 1999).
Furthermore, the diﬀerence between the hoof angle and the angle of P3 has been used
for the diagnosis and prognosis of laminitis (Stick, Jann, Scott and Robinson, 1982;
Thieme et al., 2015). Together with this, the distance between the dorsal hoof wall and
dorsal P3, together with the distance between the coronary band and the extensor
process of P3, or founder distance, have been used to determine the distal
displacement of P3 (sinking) (Collins et al., 2011).

Illustration 8.4: Normal lateral radiograph of the foot

As appreciated in the last paragraph, the radiographic evaluation of the equine
digit is essential for the Veterinarian and the farrier to determine abnormalities that can
derive in further debilitating conditions for the horse. Some standard management
(farriery) or physiologic (normal wear and tear) processes can also change the
measurements of distances and angles of the hoof, and it is important to correlate
them with other signs such as lameness. Pathologic alterations of the balance should be
readily assessed, and it takes a group eﬀort between the Veterinarian, the farrier, and
the owner to avoid the further detriment of the horse’s condition.
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Conclusion
I hope you have enjoyed reading this book as much as I have enjoyed writing it.
This book is the ﬁrst volume of a series of publications that will continue bringing
knowledge about the equine foot to any equestrian.
My ultimate goal is to create such educated equestrians around the world that all
horses will be healthy and treated with the latest technology available.
What to expect next?
•
In the next publications, we will talk about shoeing techniques for diﬀerent
foot problems.
•
We will talk about other internal hoof problems, such as tendon and ligament
diseases and their treatments.
•
We won’t ignore systemic diseases such as Insulin resistance
•
Expect, lectures about rehabilitation techniques.
Where to ﬁnd more
•
If you are thirsty for more, please don't hesitate to visit us at
equinefootsecrets.com

It was a pleasure sharing this
journey with you.
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